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Abstract: The solidification characteristics of 70 steel at the stage of the superheat elimination and the
liquid–solid phase transformation were analyzed at cooling rates from 10 to 150 ◦C/min based on a
high-temperature confocal scanning laser microscope (HT-CSLM). Secondary dendrite arm spacing
(SDAS) and fractal dimension (D) were used to quantitatively describe the local compactness and
overall self-similar complexity of the solidification morphology. It was found that the cooling rate
had a very important influence on the local and overall morphology characteristics of solidification
structures. At the superheat elimination stage, the cooling rate affected the morphology of the
microstructure through the dynamic structural fluctuation between the generation and disappearance
of atomic clusters in the molten steel. At the liquid–solid phase transformation stage, the cooling rate
affected the local morphology of the microstructure by affecting the solute diffusion rate between
dendrite arms, while it affected the overall morphology by changing the concentration undercooling
at the front of all solidified interfaces. The presented results show that adjusting the cooling system
at the superheat elimination stage can also be an important way to control the solidified morphology
of different alloys.

Keywords: cooling rate; morphology characteristics; fractal dimension; solidification structure;
high-temperature confocal scanning laser microscope

1. Introduction

High carbon steel tends to solidify in a wide temperature range during continuous
casting due to the high C content that is prone to internal quality defects such as macroseg-
regation and shrinkage cavities [1–4]. Macrosegregation in the casting occurs within the
mushy zone. In general, it is mainly caused by interdendritic flow, driven by thermal
convection or solute convection and solidification shrinkage [5–7]. It is an effective way to
control the formation of macrosegregation defects during the solidification of metal alloys
by controlling the morphology of the structure to increase the resistance of interdendritic
flow. Thus, the morphology of the solidification structure plays a very important role in
controlling the severity of macrosegregation. In addition, the morphology characteristics
of the solidification structure in high carbon steel are very common, which is also very
meaningful for similar phenomena in other alloys.

The cooling process of alloy includes the stage of the superheat elimination (i.e., the
temperature of melt from the casting temperature to liquidus), the stage of liquid–solid
transformation (i.e., the temperature of the melt from liquidus to solidus), and the stage
of solid phase transformation (i.e., the temperature when the melt is lower than solidus).
Previous studies have shown that superheat has an important influence on the solidification
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structure of alloys [8,9]. The level of superheat affects the temperature distribution and
cooling conditions of the stage of superheat elimination. Wang et al. [10] studied the effect
of superheat on the morphology characteristics of the solidification structure in GCr15
bearing steel with the same cooling rate. The results showed that secondary dendrite arm
spacing increased with increasing superheat when the cooling rate was constant. This
shows that the stage of superheat elimination also affects the solidification structure of the
alloy. On the other hand, it is generally believed that the stage of liquid–solid transforma-
tion is the key stage affecting the solidification structure of the alloy. This is mainly because
the crystal morphology during alloy solidification is not only affected by heat transfer,
but it is also mainly affected by mass transfer. The diffusion of solutes at the front of the
solidified interface will cause concentration undercooling [11,12]. The crystal morphology
changes from planar grains to cellular grains and dendritic grains with the increase of
constitutional undercooling. Tiller et al. [13] showed that the distribution of solutes at the
front of the solid–liquid interface is affected by the cooling rate. Therefore, the cooling rate
has an important effect on crystal morphology during the alloy cooling process. Related
works have been reported in the literature. Garcia et al. [14] studied the effect of the cooling
rate on the dendrite arm spacing and morphology of Ag3Sn intermetallic particles of a
SnAg solder alloy. Fu et al. [15] discussed the effect of the cooling rate on the microstruc-
tures in AlSi304 stainless steel. In addition, the high-temperature confocal scanning laser
microscope (HT-CSLM) is an in situ direct observation device of crystallization in under-
cooled melts, and it can accurately control the temperature of the solidification process.
Therefore, HT-CSLM has a great potential for solidification process research. Hao et al. [16]
studied the effect of the cooling rate on the solidification and segregation characteristics
of Fe–Cr–Ni–Mo–N super austenitic stainless steel using an HT-CSLM. Miao et al. [17]
investigated the in situ solidification process of a superalloy IN718 using an HT-CSLM.
However, the previous works on the alloy cooling process did not distinguish between the
stages of superheat elimination and liquid–solid phase transformation. It can be seen that
the effect of the different cooling rates at the stage of superheat elimination and liquid–solid
phase transformation on the solidification morphology of the alloy is unclear.

The morphology of the solidification structure is very complicated. Solidification struc-
tures have conventionally only been characterized by measuring the primary or secondary
dendrite arm spacing in a dendritic network. However, these measurement methods can-
not adequately describe the integral morphology of the solidification structure. To evaluate
the self-similarity complexity and overall morphology characteristics of the solidification
structure, the fractal dimension has been used to describe the structure of materials [18–23].
Ishida et al. [18] simulated the evolution process of dendrite morphology in Fe-based
alloy using a phase-field method and quantitatively described the dendritic morphology
by fractal dimension. Cao et al. [22] introduced the fractal dimension to quantitatively
characterize the morphology of the solidification structure in the actual continuous casting
billet. The results showed that the fractal dimension is an effective parameter to quantita-
tively describe the overall morphology characteristics of the solidification structure, and it
changes with the change in solidification parameters. However, the effect of the cooling
rate on the fractal dimension of the solidification structure has not yet been reported.

In the present work, the solidification process of high carbon steel (70 steel as an
example) at different cooling rates (10, 50, 100, and 150 ◦C/min) of the stage of superheat
elimination and the liquid–solid phase transformation was simulated and observed in
situ based on HT-CSLM. The microstructure and macrostructure of 70 steel at different
cooling rates were compared. In addition, secondary dendrite arm spacing and fractal
dimension were used to quantitatively describe the local and overall morphology of
solidification structures at different cooling rates, respectively. Finally, different influencing
mechanisms of the cooling rate at the stage of superheat elimination and liquid–solid
phase transformation on secondary dendrite arm spacing and fractal characteristics of the
solidification structure are discussed.
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2. Experiment
2.1. HT-CSLM Experiments

The liquidus temperature, solidus temperature, and chemical composition of the high
carbon steel used in the present work are given in Table 1. The experiment was performed
on a VL2000DX-SVF17SP (Lasertec, Yokohama, Japan) high-temperature confocal scanning
laser microscope (HT-CSLM). A schematic diagram of the HT-CSLM and crucible can
be found in the literature [24]. The HT-CSLM system consists of two main parts: the
high-temperature heating furnace and the laser confocal microscope. The high temperature
furnace is heated by a 1.5 kw halogen light source with an infrared reflective light collection
and cooled by helium during the cooling stage. The temperature increase and fall process
can be controlled according to a pre-established heating and cooling programme. In the
present experiment, a cylindrical alumina crucible with a diameter of 7.8 mm and a height
of 3 mm was used. The sample was placed in an alumina crucible located on the infrared
light focus holder of the furnace, and a 1.5 kW halogen lamp was used to heat the sample
through light radiation. The temperature of the crucible was measured by a thermocouple
to obtain the temperature of the steel in the crucible. The protective gas was high-purity
N2. To achieve rapid cooling of the samples, He was used as the auxiliary cooling gas.
Theoretically, the fastest cooling rate can be up to 100 ◦C/s. Figure 1 depicts the heating
and cooling curves of the HT-CSLM. The sample was first heated to 1515 ◦C (superheat
40 ◦C) and isothermal holding at 1515 ◦C for 1 min to melt completely. Then, the influence
of the cooling rate (10, 50, 100, and 150 ◦C/min) on the morphology characteristics of
solidification structure was studied at the stage of superheat elimination and liquid–solid
phase transformation, respectively. To ensure the accuracy and reliability of the experiment,
the solidification process of 70 steel at a cooling rate of 10 ◦C/min was repeated three times.

Table 1. Specification of studied alloys, wt.%.

Liquidus
Temperature, ◦C

Solidus
Temperature, ◦C

Main Chemical Compositions, Mass%

C Si Mn P S Fe

1475 1388 0.7 0.2 0.65 0.011 0.0023 Bal.
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Figure 1. Thermal scheme used in the present experiment: (a) the cooling rate at the stage of
the liquid–solid phase transformation remains constant, changing the cooling rate at the stage of
superheat elimination; (b) the cooling rate at the stage of superheat elimination remains constant,
changing the cooling rate at the stage of the liquid–solid phase transformation.

A cylinder specimen with a diameter of 7.8 mm and a height of 3 mm was cut from
the surface layer of the actual billet. Then, the cylinder specimen was polished and cleaned
by an ultrasonic wave. A prepared specimen was placed in a crucible of the HT-CSLM
equipment, and a thermal simulation experiment was conducted according to the curve as
shown in Figure 1. The cooling mode was mainly isothermal heat transfer because of the
small size of samples. The heating and cooling process of the sample can be visualized in
real time during the experiment. Images were saved at 1–10 frames per second according to
different cooling rates. After the end of the HT-CSLM experiment, the surface of the sample
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was smoothed with sandpaper. Ensure all samples have the same height. Then, they
were macroetched with a 1:1 warm hydrochloric acid–water solution at the temperature of
60~80 ◦C for revealing the solidification structure.

2.2. Characterization of Solidification Structure

Secondary dendrite arm spacing (SDAS) and fractal dimension were used to quan-
titatively describe the local and overall morphology characteristics of the solidification
structure obtained by the HT-CSLM thermal simulation experiment in the present work.
The SDAS of the billet was measured with the linear intercept method. The average spacing
of multiple typical dendrite arms was taken as SDAS. Fractal dimension is a novel mathe-
matical concept proposed by Mandelbrot [25,26] in the 1970s to describe the complexity
and irregularity of geometric objects in nature. Since it was put forward, the fractal theory
has been applied in many fields and has been further improved and developed. In the
materials field, the fractal theory has been applied to describe the morphology of dendrites
in different alloys. A fractal dimension is a quantitative index to evaluate the overall
morphology characteristics of a dendritic array.

There are many methods to calculate a fractal dimension. In the present work, the
fractal dimension of the solidification structure was calculated using the box-counting
method [21,22]. Figure 2 shows the calculation process of the fractal dimension of the
samples at the cooling rate of 10 ◦C/min at the stage of superheat elimination. The
white and black regions are the solidification structure and segregation, respectively. The
procedure of the box-counting method is as follows: The area, including the solidification
structure and segregation, was divided into square meshes with the size of r. The number
of meshes, N(r), in which the solidification structure was included, was counted (N(r) needs
to be counted as long as it contains white). Then, the mesh size, r, was changed, and the
same procedure was repeated. The fractal dimension of the solidification structure can be
obtained by Equation (1). In actual calculations, a series of r and the corresponding N(r)
were obtained. Then, the lnr was taken as the horizontal coordinate and the lnN(r) as the
vertical coordinate. The fractal dimension (D) is the absolute value of the slope, which was
obtained by linear fitting of all the data points in the graph with the least squares method.

N(r) = c × r−D (1)

where N(r) is the number of meshes, r the mesh size, D the fractal dimension, and c a
size–independent constant.
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Figure 3 shows the solidification structure morphology of 70 steel obtained by three
repeated experiments at a cooling rate of 10 ◦C/min. SDAS and D of the solidification
structure under three experiments were calculated as shown in Table 2. It can be seen that
the D obtained by the three repeated experiments were very close, and so were the SDAS.
This indicates that it is accurate and reliable to simulate the solidification process of 70 steel
billet by HT-CSLM. It is feasible to study the solidification process of 70 steel at different
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cooling rates based on HT-CSLM. The first experimental results at a cooling rate 10 ◦C/min
were selected for subsequent analysis.
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Table 2. SDAS and fractal dimensions (D) of three repeated experiments.

Parameters No. 1 No. 2 No. 3

SDAS (µm) 248.5 255.5 251.1
D 1.7258 1.7289 1.7266

3. Results
3.1. In Situ Microstructures upon Cooling Processes

The heating and cooling process of 70 steel can be observed in situ by HT-CSLM.
Figure 4a–h shows the in situ microstructures’ evolution of the initial solidification process
at a cooling rate of 10 ◦C/min at the stage of the liquid–solid phase transformation. There
was no crystal core in the liquid phase at the beginning with the decrease in temperature
during the cooling process of molten steel. A crystal core began to appear in molten steel
when the temperature dropped near the liquidus temperature as shown in Figure 4b. The
crystal nuclei were randomly generated in the liquid phase or formed with inclusions.
Crystal nuclei grow gradually, and the new crystal nucleus was formed with the decrease
in the liquid steel temperature. During the growth of crystal nuclei, the merging of crystal
nuclei can also occur, i.e., two small crystal nuclei merge into a large crystal nucleus (as
shown in Figure 4e). At the same time, the liquid phase decreased gradually, and the solid
phase increased gradually until the liquid phase became a solid phase with the decrease in
the molten steel temperature. It can be seen that the formation, growth, and merging of
crystal nuclei were accompanied by the entire process of alloy solidification.

Figure 5a,b show the microstructural morphology at 1457 ◦C under different cooling
rates at the stage of superheat elimination and the liquid–solid phase transformation,
respectively. It can be seen from Figure 5a, the grains were coarser, and the number
was smaller at 10 ◦C/min; the morphology of grains was dendritic at 50 ◦C/min; the
grains became smaller and more numerous at 100 ◦C/min; the grain size was smaller at
150 ◦C/min. In Figure 5b, the grain size gradually decreased, and the number increased
with the increase in the cooling rate. It can be seen that the cooling rate at the stage of
superheat elimination and the liquid–solid phase transformation had an important effect
on the microstructure of the initial solidification in alloys.
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Figure 5. Microstructures of the studied 70 steel using HT-CSLM under different cooling rates at 1457 ◦C. (a) Cooling rate
was changed at the stage of the superheat elimination, (b) Cooling rate changed at the stage from liquidus to solidus.

3.2. Morphology of Solidification Structure
3.2.1. Solidification Structure at Different Cooling Rates

The morphology of the solidification structure plays a very important role in governing
the severity of macrosegregation. On the other hand, it directly determines the mechanical
properties of the billets. Figure 6a,b show the optical microscopy (OM) solidification
microstructures of HT-CSLM specimens obtained under four cooling rates at the stage
of superheat elimination and the liquid–solid phase transformation, respectively. The
solidification conditions are the same at 10 ◦C/min as shown in Figure 1; thus, solidification
structures at 10 ◦C/min are the same at the stage of superheat elimination and liquidus
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to solidus. The white and black regions correspond to the solidification structure and
segregation, respectively. It can be seen that the solidification structure was composed of
equiaxed dendrites and columnar dendrites. Segregation was located in the interdendritic
zone and was closely related to the morphology of the solidification structure. In Figure 6a,
the change in the solidification morphology with the cooling rate is not obvious. In
Figure 6b, the solidification structure is smaller, and the secondary dendrite arm is more
developed with the increase in the cooling rate. To better understand the influence of the
cooling rate on the morphology characteristics, secondary dendrite arm spacing and the
fractal dimension were used to quantitatively describe the solidification structure.
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3.2.2. Secondary Dendrite Arm Spacing

Secondary dendrite arm spacing (SDAS, λ2) is an important parameter that reflects
the local characteristics of the solidification structure. The smaller the SDAS, the denser
the solidification structure. The size of the secondary dendrite arm spacing directly affects
the distribution of component segregation, second phase, and microscopic cavities, thus
having an impact on alloys properties. Particularly, the influence of dendrite arm spacing
upon the mechanical properties, i.e., ultimate tensile strength [27], yield strength [28], and
corrosion behavior [29]. Figure 7 shows the effect of the cooling rate on the SDAS. It can
be seen that the SDAS at the stage of superheat elimination and the liquid–solid phase
transformation decreases with the increase in the cooling rate. Previous studies found
that SDAS mainly depends on the alloy composition and cooling rate [3,30,31]. The SDAS
and cooling rate satisfy a certain relationship when the alloy composition is constant (i.e.,
λ2 = a·R−b), where a and b are constants under certain conditions of alloy composition, and
R is the cooling rate. The SDAS and cooling rate at the stage of superheat elimination and
the liquid–solid phase transformation were, respectively, fitted according to the equation
λ2 = a·R−b as shown in Figure 7. λ2 = 274.22 × R−0.04 and the fitting coefficient was 0.39
for the stage of superheat elimination. λ2 = 332.21 × R−0.12 and the fitting coefficient was
0.91 for the stage of the liquid–solid phase transformation. At the stage of the superheat
elimination, the SDAS was 249 µm at 10 ◦C/min, and the SDAS was 218 µm at 150 ◦C/min,
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which was reduced by 12.5%. At the stage of the liquid–solid phase transformation, the
SDAS was 249 µm at 10 ◦C/min, and the SDAS was 1728 µm at 150 ◦C/min, which was
reduced by 30.9%.
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3.2.3. Fractal Dimension (D)

Figure 8 shows the effect of the cooling rate on the fractal dimension. It can be seen
that the fractal dimension increased gradually with the increase in the cooling rate and then
basically remained unchanged at the stage of the superheat elimination. The relationship
between the fractal dimension and cooling rate was expressed as follows: D = 1.72 + 2.84 ×
10−4 × R − 1.22 × 10−6 × R2; the fitting coefficient was 0.816. The fractal dimension first
increased and then decreased with the increase in the cooling rate at the stage of the liquid–
solid phase transformation. The relationship between the fractal dimension and cooling
rate was expressed as follows: D = 1.71 + 1.42 × 10−3 × R − 6.37 × 10−5 × R2; the fitting
coefficient was 0.988. The fractal dimension characterizes quantitatively the self-similar
complexity of the solidification morphology. Therefore, the above results indicate that the
self-similar complexity of the solidification morphology first increased and then decreased
with the increase in the cooling rate. When the cooling rate was 100 ◦C/min at the stage of
the superheat elimination and the liquid–solid phase transformation, the fractal dimension
was the largest, which was 1.7410 and 1.7910, respectively. Moreover, it was found that the
cooling rate had a greater influence on SDAS than the fractal dimension by comparison in
Figures 7 and 8.
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4. Discussion
4.1. The Influence of the Superheat Elimination Stage

Figure 7 shows that the relationship between SDAS and cooling rate was expressed
as follows: λ2 = 274.22 × R−0.04; the fitting coefficient was 0.39. It can be seen that the
equation λ2 = a·R−b was not very suitable to describe the relationship between SDAS and
the cooling rate at the stage of the superheat elimination. To describe the quantitative
relationship between SDAS and the cooling rate at the stage of the superheat elimination
more accurately, it was fitted again. The relationship between SDAS and the cooling rate
was expressed as follows: λ2 = 253.81 − 0.21 × R, the fitting coefficient was 0.796 as shown
in Figure 9. In addition, the relationship between the fractal dimension and cooling rate at
the stage of the superheat elimination is shown in Figure 8.
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The cooling rate at the stage of the superheat elimination had an important effect
on the solidification structure of alloys as shown in Figures 8 and 9. Generally, an alloy
is liquid when the temperature is higher than the liquidus temperature, and the liquid
metal structure shows “long-range disorder and short-range order” [32,33]. There are
energy fluctuations, composition fluctuations, and phase fluctuations when the liquid
metal is cooled, which makes atomic clusters appear in the liquid as shown in the blue
dashed circle in Figure 10. Some of these atomic clusters continue to grow and become
crystal nuclei, and some are remelted during subsequent cooling. The latest research by
Jeon et al. [34] shows the early stages of atomic crystallization occur through dynamic
structural fluctuations between disordered and crystalline states, rather than through a
single irreversible transition.
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Based on the above, it is speculated that more atomic clusters in the molten steel are
retained and serve as the core of the crystal nuclei with the increase in the cooling rate at
the stage of the superheat elimination. The higher the number of crystal nuclei, the smaller
the SDAS. On the other hand, the degree of solid-phase disorder increases with the increase
in the number of crystal grains, which makes the overall morphology of the solidification
structure more complex, and the fractal dimension becomes larger. When the cooling rate
is further increased, the fractal dimension remains basically unchanged. This indicates
that the cooling rate at the stage of the superheat elimination affects the morphology
characteristics by mainly affecting the number of atomic clusters. Consequently, the
cooling rate at the stage of the superheat elimination has a limited effect on the overall
morphology characteristics of the solidification structure.

4.2. The Influence of Liquid–Solid Phase Transformation Stage

The relationship between SDAS and cooling rate at the stage of the liquid–solid phase
transformation is shown in Figure 7. It can be expressed by λ2 = 332.21 × R−0.12, the
fitting coefficient was 0.910. It can be seen that the relationship between the SDAS and
the cooling rate at the stage of the liquid–solid phase transformation obeys the equation:
λ2 = a·R−b. Generally, SDAS is largely determined by the cooling process of dendrite
growth. In the process of dendrite growth, the solute concentration in the liquid phase near
the dendrite arm is different due to the fact of their different curvature. The smaller the
dendrite curvature radius, the lower the concentration of solute in the liquid phase near the
dendrite. Consequently, the solute concentration gradient will promote the solute diffusion
from the thick branches to the thin branches, causing the thin branches to melt and the
thick branches to thicken, i.e., dendrite coarsening [35–37]. The longer the residence time
in the liquid–solid two-phase region, the more sufficient the above process and the larger
SDAS. With the increase in the cooling rate, the shorter the residence time of the dendrites
in the liquid–solid two-phase region and the smaller the SDAS.

Figure 8 shows the relationship between the fractal dimension and the cooling rate at
the stage of liquid–solid phase transformation. It can be seen that the fractal dimension
first increased and then decreased with an increase in the cooling rate. The morphology of
the solidification structure during the alloys’ solidification was not only affected by heat
transfer, but it was also mainly affected by mass transfer. For the alloy with an equilibrium
distribution coefficient of solute less than 1, a stable solute-rich layer will be formed in the
liquid phase at the solidified interface front, resulting in concentration undercooling [11,12].
Fractal dimension is a quantitative index to describe the characteristics of the solidification
structure. Thus, the fractal dimension was also affected by concentration undercooling.
Cao et al. [22] and Aritaka et al. [38] showed that the larger the concentration undercooling
region, the more complex the solidification morphology and the larger the fractal dimen-
sion. Tiller et al. [13] proposed the criterion of concentration undercooling as shown in
Equation (2). It can be seen that the degree of concentration undercooling is mainly affected
by the temperature gradient at the front of the liquid–solid interface (GL), the growth rate
(v), and the diffusion length scale(δN).

GL · DL
v

< mLC0
1

k0
1−k0

+ e−
v

DL
δN

(2)

where mL is the slope of the liquidus, DL is the solute diffusion coefficient, C0 is the original
composition of the alloy, and k0 is the solute redistribution coefficient.

The cooling rate is the product of the temperature gradient and the growth rate,
i.e., R = GL·v. The size of the sample obtained by HT-CSLM was small (a cylindrical
sample with a diameter of 7.8 mm and a height of 3 mm). At a low cooling rate, the
temperature inside the sample has enough time to become the same. It can be considered
that the temperature gradient is unchanged basically at different cooling rates. Thus,
the growth rate of dendrite increases gradually with the increase in the cooling rate. In
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general, the rate of solute discharged at the solidified interface is proportional to the growth
rate of dendrite. The discharged solute diffuses along the direction of the concentration
gradient. Therefore, the higher the growth rate, the steeper the concentration gradient,
i.e., the smaller the DL/v. According to Equation (2), the decrease in DL/v will increase
the concentration undercooling zone at the liquid–solid interface, and the solidification
morphology will be more complicated. When the cooling rate is greater than a certain
critical value, the temperature inside the sample does not become the same in time. A large
cooling rate is more likely to cause a large temperature gradient. It can be considered that
the temperature distribution of the actual melt at the front of the liquid–solid interface is
unchanged basically when the cooling rate increases due to the low element diffusion rate
at a high cooling rate. GL will increase with the increase in the cooling rate at a high cooling
rate, which reduces the concentration in the undercooling zone. Therefore, the complexity
of solidified morphology is reduced at a high cooling rate.

Figure 11 shows the relationship between the cooling rate and the concentration
undercooling at the front of the solidified interface. When the cooling rate was lower than
the critical cooling rate (R < R*), the growth rate of the dendrite increased with the increase
in the cooling rate, and the concentration gradient was steeper. Therefore, the cooling
rate corresponding to v1 will produce a small concentration undercooling zone, and the
cooling rate corresponding to v2 will produce a large concentration undercooling zone (the
shadowed area) (v1 < v2). When the cooling rate exceeds the critical cooling rate (R > R*),
TG1 and TG2 represent temperature gradients at a low and high cooling rate, respectively.
It can be seen that the cooling rate corresponding to TG1 will produce a large concentration
undercooling zone (the shadowed area), and the cooling rate corresponding to TG2 will
produce a small concentration undercooling zone (the red shadowed area).
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The concept of a “critical cooling rate” proposed in the present work was used to
qualitatively describe the effect of the cooling rate on the morphology characteristics of
the solidification structure in high carbon steel. When the cooling rate was less than the
critical cooling rate, the concentration undercooling zone increased with an increase in
the cooling rate. When the cooling rate was greater than the critical cooling rate, the
concentration undercooling zone decreased with an increase in the cooling rate. The larger
the concentration undercooling, the more complex the solidified morphology. Therefore,
the fractal dimension first increased and then decreased with the increase in the cooling
rate in the present work. Ali et al. [39] proposed the “critical cooling rate” to qualitatively
describe the effect of the cooling rate on the grain refinement of cast alloys. It can be seen
that the critical cooling rate has an important effect on the solidification characteristics
of alloys. However, it is difficult for ordinary casting equipment to accurately measure
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the critical cooling rate. The present work shows that HT-CSLM can accurately control
the cooling rate of the solidification process. Therefore, future work can be undertaken
to verify the hypothesis of the critical cooling rate in other alloys and more accurately
determine the critical value of cooling rate based on HT-CSLM.

5. Conclusions

Secondary dendrite arm spacing (SDAS) and fractal dimension (D) were used to
quantitatively describe the local and overall morphology of the solidification structure,
respectively. It was found that the cooling rate had different effects on the local and overall
morphology characteristics of the solidification structure.

Through HT-CSLM experiments, the relationships between the cooling rate and the
SDAS and fractal dimension were established. The corresponding expressions at the stage
of the superheat elimination were λ2 = 253.81 − 0.21 × R and D = 1.72 + 2.84 × 10−4 × R −
1.22 × 10−6 × R2. The corresponding expressions at the stage of the liquid–solid phase trans-
formation were λ2 = 332.21 × R−0.12 and D = 1.71 + 1.42 × 10−3 × R − 6.37 × 10−5 × R2.

The cooling rate at the stage of the superheat elimination also had an important effect
on the morphology of the solidification structure. It is speculated that the cooling rate
affects the dynamic structural fluctuations between the generation and disappearance of
atomic clusters at the early stages of alloy crystallization.

The solidification structure of 70 steel is more compact with an increasing cooling rate
at the stage of liquid–solid phase transformation, while the self-similar complexity of the
solidification structure first increases and then decreases with an increasing cooling rate.
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